Press Release
Private Mobile Networks Approach the Indonesian Archipelago
~ PT Pyramid IndoSolution appointed as new PMN Reseller ~
UK –25th January 2011 – Private Mobile Networks Ltd, the leading UK provider of private GSM
network technology, today announced the appointment of PT Pyramid IndoSolution as its new
reseller based in the Indonesian capital of Jakarta.
Founded in 1993, IndoSolution specialise in telecommunications and technology products and
provide solutions for many of the mobile operators across the Indonesian Archipelago.
The company prides itself in offering customers end-to-end solutions based on best-of-breed
products and solutions. As Business Development Manager Lawrencius Benedict explains,
“IndoSolution strives to create and maintain productive relationships with our customers and
business partners with a reputation for reliability.”
IndoSolution focuses on the telecoms, military, security and intelligence sectors where PMN
has already established itself in other areas of the world. According to Chris Moore, Sales
Director for Private Mobile Networks, “IndoSolution has established many key customer
contacts in business sectors where we have already demonstrated a compelling sales
proposition in other territories and we are excited about the opportunities which Indonesia
offers.”
Key staff from IndoSolution have received technical training on the PMN Rapid Deployment
Unit by PMN’s technical support specialist based within the Asia Pacific region. The RDU
enables a private and secure GSM mobile network to be up and running at any location within
5 minutes of being deployed.
The PMN Rapid Deployment Unit has already attracted a lot of interest from representatives of
the Indonesian Search and Rescue organisation following demonstrations and training in
Jakarta.

About Private Mobile Networks (PMN)
Private Mobile Networks provides private GSM network solutions for a variety of deployment
scenarios including in building coverage, remote sites, GSM infill situations and rapid
deployment applications. PMN offers a viable alternative to DECT and PMR for in-building

solutions and delivers fixed mobile convergence to business users. PMN is a TeleWare Group
company.
www.privatemobilenetworks.com
www.privatemobileoffice.com
For further information: info@privatemobilenetworks.com
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